STATE BAR REAL PROPERTY SECTION
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

(Via Teleconference)

MINUTES
September 20, 2016

Present: Michael Buckley (MB), Chris Childs (CC), Karen Dennison (KD), Colleen Dolan (CD), Mary Drury (MD), Shawn Pearson (SP), DeArmond Sharp (DS), Mandy Shavinsky (MS), and Sandra Turner (ST) (quorum).

Absent: Elizabeth Fielder, Doug Flowers, Craig Howard, Angela Otto, Matt Watson, Joan Wright

Meeting commenced at 4:00 PM.

1. Minutes. The minutes of the August 2016 Section Executive Committee were approved without amendment.

2. Treasurer's Report. DS projected a current balance of over $22,000. No questions. Suggestion discussed to use carryover for new lawyers. No decision.

3. Sections Task Force. MB reported an meeting with the State Bar on Section issues.

4. CLE/Section Events. GLVAR program discussed. No decision.

5. Annual Speaker Event. Members liked the idea of a spring or fall event, alternating between south and the north. Angela Otto's event at MOB Museum is beyond our budget. No decisions.

6. 2017 Legislation. MB conveyed Board of Governor's approval of Section legislative proposals with appropriate disclaimers that Section speaks for members of Executive Committee unless Section approval. KD discussed with Lorne Malkowich regarding a possible technical corrections bill to resolve language from AB 141 left out of NRS.

7. Sponsors. KD Lead discussion on potential sponsors. We will need to follow up after election.

Meeting adjourned at 4:45 PM.